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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed a surge in Computer Science (CS) research, which
achieved unparalleled successes in a kaleidoscope of science and engineering
applications spanning artificial intelligence [1], natural language processing [2],
computer vision [3], statistical learning theory [4], blockchain and cryptocurrency
[5], computational biology [6] and bioinformatics [7], intelligent grids and Internet-
of-Things (IoT) [8]. Consequently, the difficulty of pursuing a higher degree in
CS or related subjects in decent graduate schools has been elevated to an unprece-
dented new height [9]. In this paper, motivated by these observations, the authors,
consisting of a data-driven earth scientist, a computational biologist, and a machine
learning researcher, study the factors governing the admissions of graduate schools
in the U.S. by means of Generalized Linear Models (GLM), Generalized Addi-
tive Models (GAM), distribution-free methods such as Ensemble Learning (EL),
and Discrete Bayesian Networks (DBN). We seek answers to several interesting
questions and render crisp insights from the model inference and analysis. We hope
this paper may inspire future graduate schools applicants. We finally conclude this
paper by identifying limitations that are not addressed by this paper and pointing
out several possible future directions.

1 Introduction

We study the admission results of applications for CS graduate school in the U.S. We obtain data from
GradCafe [10] and CSRankings [11]. We study the factors governing the decision made through
GLM, GAM and EL. We further explore the dependency relationship among the data by way of DBN.
Through the study outlined in this paper, we aim at seeking a better understanding of graduate school
applications in CS related subjects. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We give a systematic study of the data available on GradCafe [10]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work achieving this.

• We give quantitative results of the answers to the following curious and important questions:

1. What are the significant covariates that impact the application results?

2. Do GPA and standard test scores affects the application results differently for MS and
PhD applicants?

3. Does possessing a U.S. Bachelor degree significantly increases the likelihood of being
admitted?

• We give guidelines and insights drawn from our analysis to prospective applicants.

∗Indicates equal contribution.
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Figure 1: Histograms of Selected Covariates.

This paper is structured as follows, Section 2 introduces the dataset protocol and recall important
notions of GLM and GAM, which we only give a brief treatment as the readers of this paper are
expected to be familiar with these topics; Section 3 discusses the GLM and GAM we adopt for the
admission results data, we emphasis on the applicability and expressivity of the model chosen; we
next compare the GAM with distributional-free ensemble learners including Random Forest (RF),
and utilize xgBoost for feature selection in Section 4; we then explore the dependency of covariates
by learning a DBN in Section 5. Based on these explorations, we are ready to outline the answers to
the questions of interest as well as provide tips in Section 6. We also include a sketchy mention of
the limitations and future directions as we conclude this paper.

2 Background on Data Acquisition, Processing and Exploration

Institution Program (Season) Decision & Date Status
Stanford University CS Masters (F18) Rejected via E-mail on 16 March 2018 I
Comment: I think I have no grad schools to attend next year.
Stanford University CS PhD (F18) Accepted via Phone on 7 Feb 2018 U
Comment: Call from POI and email from student buddy. Absolutely shocked and very excited.

. . .
UC Berkeley EECS PhD (F18) Accepted via E-mail on 2 Feb 2018 A

Comment: Accepted with nomination for university fellowship. 1 first author conference talk...
Table 1: Samples of GradCafe dataset.
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Covariate Available Record Min. Mean Median Max.
gpa 6015 1.00 3.65 3.70 4.00

gre_verbal 7078 130.0 157.8 158.0 170.0
gre_quant 7078 131.0 163.9 166.0 170.0
gre_writing 6873 2.00 3.89 4.00 6.00
uni_pub all 1.00 6.38 5.40 18.10
faculty all 2 53 50 152

Table 2: Summary for Quantitative Covariates.

In this paper, we collect data from GradCafe [10, 12], an online sharing platform of gradu-
ate school admission results. The dataset involves the following covariates: university, the
graduate school the applicant applied for; degree, one of either {MBA, MEng, MFA, MS, PhD,
Other}, the desired degree applied for; decision, one of either {Accepted, Rejected, Wait
Listed}, the application result; gpa, the latest Grading Point Average (GPA) the applicant possesses;
gre_verbal, gre_quant, gre_writing, standard test scores examining verbal, quantitative and
writing skills; status, either one of {American (A), International (I), International
with US Degree (U), Other (O)}, dictating the status of the applicant as of the application;
comments, additional information shared by the applicant. Several typical entries are tabulated in
Table 1.

We augment this dataset by introducing metrics examining the prestigious of the graduate school.
Instead of selecting from a variety of university ranking, we focus on the CSRanking [11], which is
specifically tailored for CS research. To that end, we attach two more covariates per record, namely,
uni_pub, the university publication index as the multiplier of number of total publications with
reference to the lowest value; faculty, the number of faculty members (not counting Emeritus
faculties). We note through our data exploration, these metrics, though may seem partial at first
mention, are consistent with the general college ranking results such as the US News and Times.

We preprocess the dataset to select those applications made to US universities, clean up invalid data,
normalize the GPA on a 4.0 scale and GRE tests to new scale (170 maximum). We also merge the
categories {MBA, MEng, MFA, MS, Other} to a singleton MS as it suffices the objectives set for
this paper. Noted we are mainly interested in the binary response of decision, and the category
Wait Listed may be duplicated with other entries (the original posters may update thier decision
later). We thus drop the recordes corresponding to Wait Listed decision. After these manipulations,
we have 21209 records from the applications ranging from 2011 to 2015. Noted some records may
miss certain metrics such as GPA. In that case, our model ignore the very entries for parameter
estimation. A short summary of the cleaned dataset is given in Tables 2 and 3. We also plot the
histogram of several selected covariates in Figure 1. Figure 2 displays the correlation between the
selected numeric predictors.

MS PhD
7693 13516

(a) degree.

Accepted Rejected Wait Listed
9971 10912 326

(b) decision.

A U I O
4159 2747 13546 219

(c) status.

Table 3: Summary for Categorical Covariates.

3 Generalized Additive Model

In this section, we explore one of the most intuitive methods of fitting a binary-response data
set. General additive models (GAM) are a natural extension of generalized linear models (GLM),
which accept response(s) distributed as a member of the exponential family through the use of link
function, by allowing covariates to be modeled with both parametric specifications and nonparametric
techniques. Predictors degree, decision_method, decision_month, gre, status, uni_faclty
and uni_pub are used in this section. A derived variable, gre, is constructed by addition of
gre_quant, gre_verbal and gre_writing, based on the assumption that final decisions made
may be related to the overall score only.
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Figure 2: The correlation plot of selected numeric predictors.

3.1 Logistic Regression

To start with, we consider tje canonical logistic regression, whose performance, evaluated by the area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), will be regarded as a benchmark in
this paper. The value of AUC ranges from 0 to 1, depending on the discriminating power of each
model. A larger AUC value indicates better separation of the data, while a value equal to 0.5 implies
the model does no better than simply tossing a coin.

Parameterization of a good-old logistic regression model is specified below.

log

(
p

1− p

)
= x>β + β0 (1)

where p = P (Y = 1) is the probability of the candidate being accepted by the school, and x is a
vector of predictors, which can be either numerical and categorical.

Forward selection is a greedy approach of variable selection by including one independent variable
which helps explain the most deviance. This procedure, based on Alkaike’s Information Criteria
(AIC), measures goodness-of-fit using a penalized maximum likelihood, imposing greater penalty on
models with higher complexity. The result suggests a model including all predictors (AIC=5574.28).

One may also be interested in whether the two types of degrees have different requirements or
selection criteria for candidates with the same academic merits and/or applying under the same
category. Based on this motivation, three interaction effects (degree:status, degree:gpa and
degree:gre) are consequently added to the model fitted above. However, only degree:status
has a significant effect under 5% level of significance. The inclusion of such effect can be further
supported by the AIC statistic, which is brought down to 5570.2. The AUC on test data set is evaluated
as 0.716.

3.2 The Lasso

Now we approach the variable selection problem again with another popular method, the Lasso [13],
which is a shrinkage method of the regression coefficients by putting a constraint on the L1-norm of
β. The parameter estimate can be written as the solution to an optimization problem.

β̂
lasso

= argmin
β

{∑
i

[
log

(
pi

1− pi

)
− x>β − β0

]2
+ λ‖β‖1

}
(2)
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Figure 3: Results of the GAM.

where λ controls the extent to which the regression coefficients are suppressed. In particular, the
lasso, as opposed to ridge regression with penalty laid on the L2-norm, has a variable selection power.
Figure 3a shows the regularization path of β along its corresponding L1-norm, where each line
represents the numerical value of regression coefficient of one predictor. The optimal choice of λ is
attained by 5-fold cross valication (CV) scheme, whose binomial deviance lies upper one standard
error of the minimum choice, as shown in Figure 3b.

The AIC of the lasso model is not given automatically by package glmnet. Nonetheless, the
computation is tractable theoretically, as the effective degrees of freedom are shown to be the
expectation of trace of active-set data matrix [14]. For now, we will resort to AUC as an alternative
assessment method. AUC for 5-fold cross validated lasso is 0.7118, smaller than that of ordinary
logistic regression, which may indicate a lack of information (dimension) to tackle the problem.

3.3 Generalized Additive Model

Apart from the methods described above, we can adapt more flexible techniques in the modeling of
covariates, since logit transformation has been done on the response variable. In a regression setting,
GAM has the form

log

(
p

1− p

)
= α+ f1(x1) + f2(x2) + · · ·+ fp(xp) (3)

for a model of p predictors. Here, we define fi’s as any unspecified functions whose forms are yet to
be decided either parametrically or nonparametrially.

Basis expansion is one of the possibilities of data augmentation for capturing non-linear relationship
between the predictors and transformed response. A Natural Cubic Spline (NCS) [13] with K
nodes (τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τK) can be represented by, in total, K parametric basis functions.

f1(x) = 1, f2(x) = x, . . . , fk+2(x) = dk(x)− dK−1(x) (4)

where

dk =
(x− τk)3+ − (x− τK)3+

τK − τk
, k = 1, . . . ,K. (5)

NCS is, in fact, ordinary cubic splines with additional constraints on boundary nodes, which assert
linearity beyond the range of observed data. This assumption is valid in that cubic splines usually
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Effect Estimate Std. Error p-value
decision_methodPhone 1.846362 0.319259 7.33× 10−9

degreePhD:statusInternational 0.405409 0.162446 0.0126
Table 4: Some coefficients fitted with logistic regression.

inflate drastically around the boundaries, as little information is available in that region. Categorical
variables cannot be modeled by splines and are left as ordinary predictors. The model fitted by
integrating NCS (with 3 knots) with GLM gives AIC=5493.7. Under 5% level of significance, all
predictors should be retained in the model, including the interaction effect of degree and status,
as suggested previously.

Other than parametric modeling, there have been several nonparametric statistical tools which aim
at delineating the relationship between the dependent and independent variables in a more flexible
manner. One of the most famous techniques is the Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing
(LOESS) regression [13]. It takes data points in a neighborhood N (x) centered at current x and use
weighed least square to minimize∑

i,xi∈N (x)

[
log

(
pi

1− pi

)
− β0 − β1(xi − x)

]2
W

(
|x− xi|
δx

)
(6)

for fixed x, where δx = max
xi∈N (x)

|x− xi| denotes the diameter of the neighborhood. Then, estimation

of fitted values is carried out by traversing the whole linear space. AUC of loess regression (with
span=0.2) embedded in the context of GAM is 5570.2. Altering the levels of span does not change
much the resulted AIC.

We now compute the AUC of the model fitted with NCS, which has a smaller AIC, as 0.7286, which
is superior to logistic regression. However, interpretability is hurt for predictors expanded by NCS.
Hence, we will only elaborate a few preliminary but interesting findings from the logistic regression.

Here, we omit insignificant levels of categorical predictors for easier analysis. The acceptance rate
for PhD application is significantly lower than that for MS. Results released through Phone are more
likely to be an offer rather than a rejection letter, followed by Email and Website. This makes sense
because important and urgent decisions are often transmitted though more efficient and effective
communication tools. U.S. students have a bigger chance to get admitted, compared to students
from other backgrounds. While this might be the case, it is worth noticing that, counterintuitively,
international students who apply for PhD degrees has the best shot of admission (noted the magnitude
of the interaction term). This is not inline with the general perception and experience. One possible
explanation is that the dataset may be not very representative in that the many international applicants
may be not very familiar with GradCafe, and may not be willing to post an entry if the applicant
is not successful. Hence, we cautiously leave the test for this hypothesis for future work when
more representative data are available. Candidates who has higher gpa and gre scores are preferred.
Moreover, it is more difficult to secure a place in universities with higher rankings, as anticipated,
and those with more faculty members tend to take in more applicants.

4 Tree-Based Ensemble Learners

In this section, we explored the tree-based ensemble learners.

4.1 Random Forests

The essential idea in bagging is to average many noisy but approximately unbiased models, since
trees is of instability due to its the hierarchical nature. However, if each tree generated in bagging
is identically distributed but not necessarily independent, the correlation of the pairs of bagged
trees would limit the benefits of averaging. Random Forest decorrelate the trees via split-variable
randomization. Besides, Random Forest does not increase the variance too much, which is achieved
through the random selection of split predictors [13].
For GradCafe dataset, natural splines of the numeric predictors significantly improve the perfor-
mance of Random Forests. By 5-fold cross validation with the metric AUC, the value of tuning
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Parameter Value Explanation
mtry 9 Randomly Selected Predictors

splitrule extratrees Splitting Rule
min.node.size 6 Minimum size of terminal nodes
Table 5: The value of tuning parameters used in Random Forests.
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Figure 4: Feature selection for GradCafe ensemble learner.

parameters are chosen as shown in the Table 5.
Figure 4a displays the variable importance for each of the predictor variables. uni_pub,
decision_month, and uni_faculty are predominantly relevant with the result of application.
GRE and GPA have roughly half relevance of uni_pub, whereas others do not show strong relevance.
The AUC of training set is 0.8361. The AUC of random forest on test data is 0.7558307.

4.2 eXtreame Gradient Boosting

XGBoost is a scalable end-to-end tree boosting system, which uses far fewer resources than existing
systems in billions of examples. The key problem in tree learning is to find the best split, and XGBoost
uses the exact greedy algorithm. The novel tree learning algorithm of XGBoost algorithm is proposed
for handling sparse data, and a theoretically justified weighted quantile sketch for approximate tree
learning proposes candidate split points. The sparsity-aware split finding speeds up the computation
time. Besides, the tuning parameter Column Subsampling is borrowed from Random Forest. Noted
the time complexity is O(Kd ‖x‖0 + ‖x‖0 logB), where d is the maximum depth of the tree, K is
the total number of trees, B is the maximum number of rows in each block and ‖x‖0 denotes the
number of non-missing entries in the training data [15]. The design matrix is made by using R library,
recipe in the similar as mentioned before. R library, xgboost, is used for fitting XGBoost.
After evaluating the variable importance, we selected following interaction terms, including inter-
actions between status and uni_pub, gpa and gre, as well as gre and degree. By 5-fold cross
validation with the metric AUC, the tuning parameters are chosen as shown in Table 6.

Figure 4b displays the variable importance for each of the predictor variables. Similar to random
forests, publications and faculty are the two most relevant predictors. decision_month has
the third high relevance with them, which is consistent with GLM and GAM. The interaction between
gpa and gre has roughly half the relevance of decision_month, even higher relevance of gpa and
gre, whereas the others are somewhat less influential.
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Parameter Value Explanation
eta 0.005 Shrinkage

max_depth 9 Max Tree Depth
subsample 0.6 Subsample Percentage

Colsample_bytree 0.9 Subsample Ratio of Columns
Table 6: The value of tuning parameters used in XGBoost.

gpa
level

gre
level

uni
pubdegree

decisionstatus decision
method

Figure 5: Bayesian network structure of selected covariates. Shaded area correpsonds to the Markov
blanket of the variable decision.

One important purpose of model fitting is to classify new data. The model performance with the
binomial response in GradCafe is measured by AUC. The AUC of XGBoost prediction is 0.8542 on
the test data.

5 Bayesian Net

From the previous mode, we note there is indeed underlying conditional independeices among the
covariates of interest. In this subsectoin, we explore along this line using Bayesian net. Noted the
quantitative vacovariates in the dataset are generally not very suitable for Gaussian BN (for example,
the support is not the entire real line). To that end, we first quantize several variables of interest by
thresholding. We divide gpa, gre_verbar and uni_pub into four levels A, B, C, D, which we
termed as gpa_level, gre_level and uni_pub_level. We consider the dependency relationship
among these derived variables as well as degree, status, decision, decision_method.

5.1 Structural Inference

We first learn the dependency strucuture from data using Hill-Climbing (HC) algorithm [16]. HC
algorithm, in the hindsight, performs iterative optimization on the space of directed acyclic graphs by
maximizing network score. In this case, we select the score based on Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), namely,

BIC(G) = `(x|G)− d

2
lnn, (7)

where `(·) is the log-likelihood of the data conditioning on the graph structure, d the number
of parameters in the mode and n the number of observations. We depicted the graph used in
Figure 5. This graph is based on the one fitted using HC algorithm and we added one edge from
status to decision for betterWe consider the Markov blanket for decision (light scarlet shaded
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region). Noted decision is d-separated from all other covariates that are not in the same blanket.
In other words, the inference on decision may be solely performed on gpa, status, degree,
decision_method and uni_pub.

5.2 Parameter Estimation and Inference

We proceed to fit the Bayeseian net using the structure learnt from the previous subsection. We
highlight several insights from interpretating the learnt conditional probability table.

Decision A U I O
MS PhD MS PhD MS PhD MS PhD

Accepted 0.68 0.51 0.57 0.38 0.50 0.41 0.63 0.41
Rejected 0.32 0.49 0.43 0.62 0.50 0.59 0.37 0.59

(a) Conditioning on status and degree.

Decision E-Mail Phone Website
Accepted 0.913 0.047 0.008
Rejected 0.814 0.015 0.143

(b) Conditioning on A-Tier Schools.

Decision E-Mail Phone Website
Accepted 0.781 0.015 0.172
Rejected 0.597 0.005 0.326

(c) Conditioning on C-Tier Schools.

Table 7: Selected parameter estimates for Bayesian net.

PhD is more competitative for non U.S. degree holders. We first consider the conditional proba-
bility estimates for decision conditioning on degree and status, as tabulated in Table 7a. Noted
the evolution of the conditaionl probability table as the stauts becomes less favourable (i.e., from
A to U to I and to O). Noted we cannot interpret these probability as an implication of casuality
relationship. Nonetheless, the dependence do reveal that U.S. universities tends be more favourable
of candidates with U.S. bachelor’s degrees. In particular, PhD are even more competitative for non
U.S. degree holders than MS.

Decision methods are similar across different tier of schools. We consider the the conditional
probability of decision given different combinations of decision_method and uni_pub_level.
Table 7b is conditioning on Tier-A schools whereas Table 7c on Tier-C. We note, in general, E-
mails are most widely usedly method for delivering both good and bad news. Phones are less used,
nonetheless, an interesting observation is that if an applicant receives a phone call, then it is at least
three times more likely that the incoming call is an offer than a rejection letter.

Further remarks. As remarked before, noted the learnt graph with the condition probabilities
do not imply any casual relationships, and should be used only for quering effects of evidence as
what we have analyzed. To conclude, we note the insights drawn from this graphical model is quite
consistent with what has been experienced among graduate school applicants - either successful or
not.

6 Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, we study the factors that are significant to the applications for CS graduate programs in
the U.S. And empirically tested out several prevailed intuitions, namely, the U.S. bachelor degree is
favourable, especially in PhD applications.

We now attempt to answer the questions raised in the beginning of this papaer:

• What are the significant covariates that impact the application results? Among all predictors
studies in our data set, origin of the applicants (status) and which program to apply for
(degree) contribute most to the decision in GAM and BN. Interestingly, the method of
reception of application result also alludes, to a large extent, the decision of admission.
Reception of a phone call from the institute implies a higher chance of being admitted.
However, tree methods provide different insights to the data, by emphasizing the importance
of the universities themselves (uni_pub and uni_faculty).
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• Do GPA and standard test scores affects the application results differently for MS and
PhD applicants? Referring to the logistic regression fitted, interaction effects between
degree:gpa and degree:gre are not statistically significant under 5% significance level,
which suggests there is no statistically significant difference in results for MS/PhD applica-
tion.

• Does possessing a U.S. Bachelor degree significantly increases the likelihood of being
admitted? Again, the effect is significant, but its numeric influence does not stand out
among other predictors, such as degree. We there cautiously remark that posessing a U.S.
Bachelor degree is significant among the covariates considered but may only have a limited
impact. As such, the international applicants may not be too frustrated about this.

We also noted several intrinsic defficiencies of the model, for example, the representativeness of the
data collected. Namely, the data collected may be not a representative sample from the unknown
population: the data may be more correlated as intuitively, most failed applicants may wish not
to share this experience online. Furthermore, more factors that were overlooked by the proposed
model due to lack of data may be significant. For example, the publication record and strength of
reference letters of the applicant. These may be obtained by mining the comments section, and we
should leave it for future work. For the sake of completeness, we should mention that imposing
multilevel regression and postratification (MRP) [17] may ameliorate some of the limitations. We are,
nonetheless, content with this model in this rather introductory and casual writing and shall, again,
leave this for future work.
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Supplementary Materials

A Code for Reproducing the Results

library(dplyr)
raw = read.csv(url("https://i.cs.hku.hk/~jyzhang/misc/cs_reduced.csv"),

header = TRUE) %>% data.frame()
raw$id <- NULL
raw$university <- NULL
raw$season <- NULL
raw$gre = raw$gre_verbal+raw$gre_quant+raw$gre_writing
raw$gre_verbal = NULL
raw$gre_quant = NULL
raw$gre_writing <- NULL
raw$post_data <- NULL
raw$post_timestamp <- NULL
raw$decision_month <- as.Date.POSIXct(raw$decision_timestamp)

%>% format(format="%m") %>% as.factor()
raw$decision_timestamp <- NULL
raw$decision_date <- NULL
raw$decision_method[which(raw$decision_method=="Postal␣Service")] <- "Other"
raw$decision_month = as.numeric(raw$decision_month )
raw$degree[which(raw$degree!= "PhD")] <- "MS"
raw$major = NULL
raw$decision = ifelse(raw$decision== "Accepted", 1, 0)
raw$decision = as.factor(raw$decision)

train_index <- sample(1:nrow(raw), 0.8 * nrow(raw))
test_index <- setdiff(1:nrow(raw), train_index)

x_train <- raw[train_index,]
x_train$decision = NULL
y_train <- data.frame(raw[train_index,]$decision)
colnames(y_train) =c(’decision’)
x_test <- raw[test_index,]
x_test$decision <- NULL
y_test <- data.frame(raw[test_index,]$decision)
colnames(y_test) =c(’decision’)

# rename/copy data set
train.x <- x_train
test.x <- x_test
train.y <- y_train
test.y <- y_test

# getting rid of rows contaning na
train <- cbind(train.y, train.x) %>% na.omit()
test <- cbind(train.y, train.x) %>% na.omit()
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train.x <- train[,-1]
train.y <- train[,1]
test.x <- test[,-1]
test.y <- test[,1]

# logistic regression
library(MASS)
model1.1 <- glm(decision~1, data=train, family="binomial")
model1.2 <- glm(decision~., data=train, family="binomial")
model1.3 <- stepAIC(model1.1, direction="forward",

scope=list(upper=model1.2, lower=model1.1))
summary(model1.3)
model1.4 <- glm(decision~.+degree:status+degree:gpa+degree:gre,

data=train, family="binomial")
summary(model1.4)
model1.5 <- glm(decision~.+degree:status, data=train, family="binomial")
summary(model1.5)
tikz(’~/logistic.tex’, width = 8, height = 6)
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(model1.5, pch=19, cex=0.5)
dev.off()
library(pROC)
pred1 <- predict.glm(model1.5, newdata=test.x, type="response")
auc1 <- roc(test.y, pred1)$auc

# lasso
library(glmnet)
dummies <- model.matrix(decision~.+degree:status, data=train)
model2 <- cv.glmnet(x=dummies[,-1], y=train.y, family="binomial",

alpha=1, nfolds=5)
tikz(’~/lasso.tex’, width = 4, height = 8)
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
plot(model2)
plot(model2$glmnet.fit)
dev.off()
dummies <- model.matrix(decision~.+degree:status, data=test)
pred2 <- predict.cv.glmnet(model2, newx=dummies[,-1],

s="lambda.1se", type="response")
auc2 <- roc(test.y, as.numeric(pred2))$auc

# gam
library(splines)
library(mgcv)
model3.1 <- gam(decision~ns(gpa, df=3)+ns(gre,df=3)+

ns(uni_faculty, df=3)+ns(uni_pub, df=3)+
degree+status+degree:status+
decision_method+decision_month,
data=train, family="binomial")

summary(model3.1)
model3.2 <- gam(decision~lo(gpa, span=0.2)+lo(gre, span=0.2)+

lo(uni_faculty, span=0.2)+lo(uni_pub, span=0.2)+
degree+status+degree:status+
decision_method+decision_month,

data=train, family="binomial")
summary(model3.2)
AIC(model3.1, model3.2)
pred3 <- predict.gam(model3.1, newdata=test.x, type="response")
auc3 <- roc(test.y, pred3)$auc
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library(recipes)
rcp <- recipe(~., data=x_train) %>%
step_meanimpute(all_numeric()) %>%
step_dummy(all_nominal()) %>%
step_interact(terms=~contains("status"):contains("uni_pub") +

contains("gpa"):contains("gre") +
contains("gre"):contains("degree")
) %>%

prep(training=x_train)

x.train.bin <- bake(rcp, newdata=x_train) %>% as.data.frame()
train.bin = cbind(y_train, x.train.bin)
x.test.bin <- bake(rcp, newdata = x_test) %>% as.data.frame()

# correlations of predictors
library(corrplot)
x_train_nu = select(x_train, which(sapply(x_train, is.numeric))) %>% na.omit()
xcor = cor(x_train_nu)
corrplot(xcor)

library(xgboost)
library(Matrix)
library(ggplot2)
library(caret)

# parameter tuning
# package Caret also provides a systematic framework for tuning
paramGrid <- expand.grid(
eta=c(0.005),
max_depth=c(9),
subsample=0.6,
colsample_bytree= 0.9 # randomForest

)
#best_round = 202
best_param <- list()
best_auc <- 0
best_round <- 0
for (i in 1:nrow(paramGrid)){
current_param <- as.list(paramGrid[i,])
history <- xgb.cv(
data=as.matrix(x.train.bin),
label=as.numeric(y_train$decision)-1,
params=current_param,
nround=2000,
verbose=0,
nfold=5,
# ---XGBoost documentation---
# validation error needs to decrease at least every
# early_stopping_rounds to continue training
early_stopping_rounds=50,
eval_metric="auc",
objective="binary:logistic",
booster="gbtree"

)
current_round <- history$best_iteration
current_auc <- history$evaluation_log$test_auc_mean[current_round]
if(current_auc > best_auc){
best_param <- current_param
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best_auc <- current_auc
best_round <- current_round

}
# make verbose
print(paste("Round␣", i, "␣completed", sep=""))

}
xgb <- xgboost(
data=as.matrix(x.train.bin),
label=as.matrix(y_train$decision),
params=best_param,
nround=best_round,
verbose=0,
nfold=5,
eval_metric="auc",
objective="binary:logistic",
booster="gbtree"

)

imp.matrix <- xgb.importance(feature_names=colnames(x.train.bin), model=xgb)
#xgb.ggplot.importance(imp.matrix)
xgb.plot.importance(imp.matrix, main ="xgBoost␣Importance")

# predict
pred.y.xgb <- predict(xgb, newdata=as.matrix(x.test.bin))
test.y.xgb <- data.frame( Desision=pred.y.xgb)
pred.xgb=prediction(pred.y.xgb,y_test)
perf_AUC.xgb=performance(pred.xgb,"auc")
AUC.xgb=perf_AUC.xgb@y.values[[1]]

# for usage of caret
xgbGrid <- expand.grid(
eta=c(0.005),
max_depth=c(9),
subsample=0.6,
colsample_bytree= 0.9, # randomForest
gamma=0,
min_child_weight=1,
nrounds=1000

)
fitControl <- trainControl(
method="cv",
number=5,
classProbs=TRUE,
summaryFunction=twoClassSummary,
verboseIter=TRUE

)
xgb <- train(
x=x.train.bin,
y=y_train$decision,
method="xgbTree",
trControl=fitControl,
tuneGrid=xgbGrid,
metric="ROC"

)
plot(varImp(xgb), main="XGBoost")
ggplot(varImp(xgb, scale = TRUE), main = "XGBoost") +
ggtitle("XGBoost")
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# Bayesian network
library(bnlearn)
gradcafe <- read.csv(url("https://i.cs.hku.hk/~jyzhang/misc/cs_raw.csv"),

header = TRUE)
df <- gradcafe[, c(’degree’, ’decision’, ’decision_method’,

’gpa_level’, ’gre_level’, ’uni_pub_level’, ’status’)]
hcdag <- hc(na.omit(df))
mb(hcdag, ’decision’)
hcfit <- bn.fit(hcdag, na.omit(df))
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